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Muon g-2 April Disassembly Trip

Chris Polly
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FY12 MOU with Brookhaven

Relatively modest effort in FY12:

- $200k from FNAL for disassembly of the 
E821 storage ring

-$200k match from BNL to decommission 
beamline and prepare for shipping  
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List of magnet and instrumentation coming from BNL

3-4 of the requested magnets either still used 
or too hot, BNL has offered cold spares from 
inventory if we really need them
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Picture taken two weeks ago...

All magnets disconnected,magnets and stands 
ready to be palletized and staged for shipping
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Two-week work party to work on ring disassembly

Main Cast
   - Chris Polly (FNAL)...g-2 project manager
   - Hogan Nguyen (FNAL)...g-2 Level II in charge of ring
   - Abid Patwa (BNL)...scientist in BNL omega group
   - Aria Soha (FNAL)...I&I for g-2
   - Kelly Hardin (FNAL)...lead g-2 technician
   - Bill Morse (BNL)...resident spokesperson of BNL g-2
   - John Benante (BNL)...supervisor who led initial ring construction
   - Don Von Lintig (BNL)...lead tech in BNL ring assembly
   - Alexander Mikhailichenko (Cornell)...Cornell physicist in charge of EM kickers
   - Robin Bjorkquist (Cornell)...Lawrence Gibbon grad student
   - Carsten Quinlin (Cornell)...Lawrence Gibbon grad student

Supporting Roles
   - BNL pulsed power group
   - BNL cyro instrumentation folks
   - BNL Health Physics
   - riggers
   - electricians
   - cable crew
   - BNL safety, finance, and admin
  
   

Really only Kelly spent 
two full weeks, rest of us 

spent 3-7 days
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Two task lists 
defined in MOU... 

technical and general
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Key ingredient for reassembly...good documentation  
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Key ingredient for reassembly...good documentation  
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Disconnect, check, and label instrumentation cables   

Instrumentation within cyrostat tested for proper resistance and for shorts 
to ground or the superconducting coils...all checked out.
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Remove detectors, PMTs removed and packaged for shipping
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Remove detector floor plates
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Remove special devices, quad boxes, etc.   
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Disconnect magnet power supply
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Clear racks, disconnect power supplies, and equipment on floor
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Clear racks, disconnect power supplies, and equipment on floor
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Remove vacuum chambers   
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Process chambers for shipping, extract NMR probes   
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Process chambers for shipping, extract NMR probes   
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Extract kickers  
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Extract kickers  
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All equipment being staged for 
shipping in nearby compressor room  
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Work done in April trip

Completed $294k of line items in April!  Leaves $1162k left in estimate 
(excluding lifting fixture)...probably spent $80-100k  
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How did we do it?

1) Hard work...

2) BNL supervisor John Benante kept special crews coming as needed

3) FNAL tech Kelly Hardin accomplished an incredible amount

4) We kept general crew busy (myself, Aria, Hogan, Abid, Carsten, Robin)

5) Two week special trip environment fosters a good sense of team...people 
work hard 12 hour days and really enjoyed the feeling of accomplishment 
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Planning second trip May 15-29

Potentially another $260k of line items in May leaving $900k...BNL ready to 
commit $285k...means FNAL potentially only needs to find $600k to finish 
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